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The Catholic Theology degree can be a part of a dual-

subject undergraduate course of study. This

combination allows you to profitably integrate various

questions and themes from Theology into the subject of

your major. Doing so, you can deepen your personal

interests and develop an individualized profile for your

vocational future.

A GREAT COMBO: THEOLOGY AS A 

MINOR FOR UNDERGRADUATE 

STUDENTS

HOW TO FIND OUT MORE

From antiquity to the religious challenges of the present,

at the Department of Catholic Theological Studies you

explore the history of Christian belief and engage with

the conduct and mentality of religious individuals.

In doing so, theology doesn’t remain passive or

theoretical; instead, it provokes critical evaluation: What

purpose do religion and belief hold today for individuals

and society? With this orientation, your studies provide a

number of vocational options including ecclesiastical,

academic, political, economic, and journalist pathways

among others.

WHY STUDY CATHOLIC 

THEOLOGY?

SINGLE FOCUS, MANY BENEFITS

 PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

In theology, you grapple with your deepest

personal questions and convictions.

 IDEAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The small-group structure cultivates your

strengths within a trusted environment.

 DIVERSE TOPICS AND CAREER OPTIONS

Deepen your knowledge in any of the many

subject areas and practical fields.

Lukas Walther is a Master of Theology student.

Franziska Rauh studies Literary Studies and Catholic Theology for 

her undergraduate dual degree.

“Studying two subjects is absolutely 

worthwhile. Literary Studies and 

Theology, for example, complement 

one another wonderfully! Theology 

explores how people tell their story 

with God. On the other hand, ethics 

and religious history are important 

topics of world literature.” 

#theomainz

“Studying Theology combines 

scientific reflection and personal 

belief. Understanding new 

perspectives, challenging the 

opinions of others and now and 

then being persuaded by their 

arguments myself. That’s what I like 

about Theology!” #theomainz

SOCIAL MEDIA

Check us out on Instagram 

@wissen_und_wundern #theomainz.

MORE INFORMATION ON OUR WEBSITE 
https://www.studium.uni-mainz.de/bachelor-

katholische-theologie/


